
The Forgeries of Jean de Sperati 
6 centesimos as identified according R. Hoffman types 

Jean de Sperati (1884-1957) was among the most noted postage stamp forgers of the world. Even professional stamp authenticators of his time attested to the genuineness of his stamps. A printer and engraver by profession, he was 
able to mimic the details of design, the pressure and the paper with such accuracy that he earned the title "the Rubens of Philately'.Sperat) considered Uruguayan stamps amongst the beautiful stamps and crafted many fine specimens 
in his lifetime. These various types have been extensively studied & identified by Roberto Hoffman in his book Falsificaciones del Uruguay 

Hoffman Type C ] Hoffman Type D Other Types 

Accurate Brick Red shade 
reproduction on fine paper. 
Print impression is crude 
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The Forgeries of Jean de Sperati 
8 centesimos as identified according R. Hoffman types 

Jean de Sperati (1884-1957) was among the most noted postage stamp forgers of the world. Even professional stamp The Unique Sperati reproduction of the Tele-Beche block reproduced in E.J.Lee's Postage Stamps of Uruguay 
authenticators of his time attested to the genuineness of his stamps. From the collection of Ciardi. this exhibit shows the various book page 79. Block is reduced to 16.5mm x 18.5mm and the original block has been believed to be lost to 
types which have been extensively studied & identified by Roberto Hoffman in his book Falsificaciones del Uruguay philately and probably held by Spanish auction house, Afinsa before the criminal investigations. (ex.D Ciardi) 



The Forgeries of Jean de Sperati 
The Provisional Overprints 

The most challenging Uruguay forgeries to Identify would probably be the 1866 Provisional Overprints. Jean de Sperati often 
used genuine Escuditos and sought to overprint them , often with deliberate en-ors and varieties to enhance their value and 
dramatic appearance. From the archives of Ciardi, these are the exhibits showing the 5c/12c, 10c/8c, 15c/10c & 20c/6c 
Provisonal Overprints crafted by Jean de Sperati 

Normal (Forged) Overprint Normal (Forged) Overprint, 
Used 

Triple Overprint in straight 
vertical line 

Inverted Triple Inverted 
Overprint 

Normal (Forged) overprint Double Overprint 

Normal (Forged) overprint Normal (Forged) o\«rprint 
Used 

Double Overprint Defective "5" 



The Forgeries of Jean de Sperati 
12 centesimos as identified by R. Hoffman Types 

Hoffman Type A 

Hoffman Type B 

Crude Forgery. 
Stylized curved 2 in "12" 
Known with false cancels 
Found in Dark Slate Blue 
shade 

Hoffman Type C 

Crude forgery with poorly drawn 
"Shield", deformed enlarged 
"SUN".Known with 
"ARRENDONDO" postmarks 
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